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In Magic, Witchcraft, and Ghosts in the Greek and Roman Worlds Daniel Ogden presents three hundred texts in new
translations, along with brief but explicit commentaries. This is the first book in the field to unite extensive selections
from both literary and documentary sources.

In Hellenismos, Tony Mierzwicki shows how to bring it back in all of its primal glory. Learn how to forge
personal relationships with the ancient Greek deities. Recreate the practices of the Greeks and enjoy the
richness of their spiritual practices. Explore this accessible introduction to Greek reconstruction and discover:
Ancient Greek history and culture Deities, Daimones, and Heroes Simple daily observances and personal
practice The lunar cycle and festival observances Controversial issues regarding Greek reconstruction Praise:
In a single volume, it not only fills a vacuum in my education, it clearly and concisely provides fascinating
insights into a world to which we are all indebtedâ€”a world of gods, and heroes, and spirits, and magick, and
all that is great, judicious, and distinct in the western soul. Hellenismos provides the reader with the necessary
tools to quickly enter into Pagan Greek religion. Tony Mierzwicki is a knowledgeable and ethical guide in the
tradition of the great Pagan teachers. For those of us called to the path of the ancient Greek gods this is the
book we have needed. His offering brings to life an ancient tradition made relevant for modern times.
Whatever your interest in Greek polytheism, this tome will be a valuable asset to your collection. A classic in
the making. Advancing from daily, personal practices, to the sacred lunar month, and finally to the annual
festival cycle, Tony gently draws the reader deeper into Hellenic polytheism. More than a ritual handbook, this
rich but readable book provides a wealth of information exploring the cultural context and mindset of the
ancient religion, so modern Hellenic Pagans can make informed choices about their practice. A perfect
introduction for those new to Hellenismos, but also a valuable resource for those who have worshipped the
Greek gods for many years. Ancient Greece was a product of its time, an authoritarian society where a small
privileged male class enjoyed a life of leisure as menial tasks were performed by slaves. Most women were
chattel. Foreigners had little hope of bettering their status. Animals were publicly slaughtered. Just as
contemporary society has evolved towards egalitarianism, so too must the Greek religion. The author provides
a wonderful guide to crafting your own personal path of venerating the ancient Greek gods and goddesses
while remaining true to the spirit of the time. Rebirthing Goddess on Planet Earth "In Hellenismos author
Tony Mierzwicki provides an invaluable resource for both novice and experienced practitioners of ancient
Greek religion. The book illustrates the differences between public and private worship in the Hellenic world
and explains how to develop a connection with the gods and goddesses of Olympus. Tony briefly examines
the history and development of Greek society and guides serious students to primary sources that will further
their understanding of the Greek gods. With instructions for holding daily, monthly, and annual observances,
this book is nothing less than a toolkit for building your personal Hellenic path.
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magic and ghosts in Graeco-Roman antiquity that does the following: â€¢ Provides a very full account of the rich
representations of sorcerers and witches and their rites in ancient literature.
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In Magic, Witchcraft, and Ghosts in the Greek and Roman Worlds Daniel Recently, ancient magic has hit a high in
popularity, both as an area of scholarly inquiry and as one of general, popular interest.
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